When they are applicable, gradient based optimization algorithms are the most efficient way to solve design optimization problems. Although gradient based methods are generally efficient, they can be made significantly more so through the usage of analytic techniques to compute the necessary total derivatives. The traditional forward (direct) and reverse (adjoint) analytic techniques have computational costs that scale linearly with the number of design variables and the number of constraints, respectively. In this work, we present an application of a graph coloring algorithm to the analytic techniques for computing total derivative Jacobians in order to achieve much better computational scaling than the pure analytic methods can provide alone. A detailed theoretical explanation of how coloring algorithms interact with analytic derivative methods is presented that illustrates specific types of sparsity patterns that must be present in total derivative Jacobians in order for this coloring technique to be effective. The new technique has been implemented as a feature in the OpenMDAO framework and the implementation is demonstrated on two example problems. The performance on the example problems up to 50% reduction in compute cost for optimizations with bi-directional coloring compared to traditional constraint aggregation. Additionally, the results show how coloring technique alleviates some of the numerical difficulties that constraint aggregation can cause, leading to the ability to solve larger problems. It is expected that the new method will have wide applicability to multidisciplinary optimization problems, and that its availability in OpenMDAO will offer significant computational savings for users without the need for them to implement the coloring algorithm themselves.
I. Introduction
Gradient based optimization is an extremely efficient tool for solving high dimensional optimization problems with continuous design variables. Gradient based optimizers require functions that compute the objective and constraints as well as the derivatives of those functions with respect to the design variables. A general optimization problem formulation is given in Table 1 .
Table 1 Generic optimization problem formulation
Variable/Function Description minimize F (x) objective with respect to x design variables such that R(x, y) = 0 governing equations G(x, y) < 0 inequality constraints
In Table 1 , the governing equations R(x, y) = 0 must be solved for any given value of x. While you could converge the governing equations with the optimizer, more commonly a nonlinear solver is used so that an evaluation of F (x) and G(x) and internal solver iterations to find the values of y that satisfy the governing equations. Computing the functions of interest -i.e. F (x) and G(x) -is a fundamental goal of any analysis tool and hence can be essentially taken for granted in the context of optimization. Not all analysis tools provide built functionality for computing analytic derivatives [1] , so this is generally one of the more challenging computational requirements when using gradient based optimization. There are two general approaches taken to compute derivatives: 1) monolithic numerical approximation using finite-difference or complex-step [2] 2) direct or adjoint analytic methods [3] The monolithic numerical approach is easier to implement, but far more costly and potentially less accurate. The analytic method, while more difficult to implement, offers significantly greater computational performance and higher accuracy. In most cases, optimization problems with more than 100 design variables demand the use of the analytic derivative methods to achieve reasonable computational efficiency, although there are exceptions to that rule of thumb for problems with specific kinds of sparsity patterns or when parallel computational resource can be used for numerical approximations.
In the majority of cases, the computational cost of computing the gradients is the dominant factor in the overall cost of an optimization. Monolithic numerical approximations require performing one complete nonlinear evaluation for each design variable, so the cost scales linearly with the number of variables being optimized. The analytic derivative methods rely on the solution to a linear system of equations, contructed with partial derivatives from the nonlinear analysis, which must be solved once per design variable for the direct method and once per function of interest for the adjoint method.
The cost of the direct method scales the same as the monolithic numerical approximations -linearly with the number of design variables -but the cost of the adjoint method scales linearly with the number of quantities of interest. This means that if the optimization has a relatively small number of constraints the adjoint method offers significant computational savings, and that the compute cost for derivatives can be nearly independent of the number of design variables. The computational efficiency of the adjoint analytic derivative method has made it possible to solve optimization problems with very large design spaces and that require very expensive nonlinear analyses (e.g. aerodynamic shape optimization, structural optimization, and coupled aerostructural optimization).
Not all optimization problems naturally have a small number of constraints, which would seem to limit the applicability of the adjoint method. However, constraint aggregation techniques [4] [5] [6] [7] offer a way to manipulate the problem definition into a form more suitable to apply the adjoint method. Though constraint aggregation has been widely and successfully employed in a huge range of different cases, it is not universally applicable. We will discuss the types of situations where aggregation can not be effectively applied in more detail in Section II, but for now it is sufficient to note that you can not always use it. In these cases, the computational advantage of the adjoint method breaks down, and the cost savings of the analytic derivative methods applied in their canonical form are significantly reduced.
In this work, we present an alternative to constraint aggregation via new technique to simultaneously compute analytic derivatives for multiple variables (direct) or multiple quantities of interest (adjoint) at the same time. The new technique uses a bidirectional graph-coloring algorithm for computing separable sets of variables and quantities of interest which can then be used with a combination of direct and adjoint analytic derivative methods to achieve a scalable analytic derivative approach that can be applied to a generic optimization problem. In Section III we discuss why this graph-coloring approach offers advantages when the optimization problem formulation contains a specific sparsity structure in the matrix of total derivatives, called the total derivative Jacobian, used by the optimizer.
We also demonstrate that the new technique offers practical -and not just theoretical -computational savings by implementing the new technique within the OpenMDAO framework [1] and comparing its performance to a traditional constraint aggregation approach on an example problem with a large number of constraints. The results from the example problem show that the graph-coloring approach out performs the constraint aggregation approach both in terms of wall time and number of total optimization iterations.
OpenMDAO is a open-source computational framework specializing in gradient based optimization with analytic derivatives, with support for efficient serial and parallel model execution. It is the framework's support for analytic derivatives that makes it particularly relevant for this work. The framework's automatic analytic derivative features are implemented in implemented in a generalized and problem-independent fashion, following the theoretical and algorithmic work of Hwang and Martins [8] . The generalized implementation is what allowed the coloring technique presented in this paper to be implemented in a similarly problem-independent manner. The new technique has been integrated into the OpenMDAO version 2.6 release and can now be employed by OpenMDAO users without requiring them to implement it themselves.
Although the results presented in this paper show that total derivative coloring has computational advantages for problems large block-diagonal sections in their Jacobian, we do not mean to imply that coloring will always be a better option then constraint aggregation. Nonetheless, the computational savings presented here validate the usefulness of the total derivative coloring, and with the generalized implementation in OpenMDAO users can easily test its effectiveness on their own problems.
II. Analyzing the Computational Cost of Analytic Derivative Methods
The central concept behind analytic derivative methods is that partial derivatives (i.e. ∂F /∂ x, ∂G/∂ x, ∂G/∂ y, ∂R/∂ y ) can be computed relatively inexpensively, but total derivatives (i.e. dF /dx, dG/dx) are both expensive and difficult to compute directly. So, analytic derivative methods compute total derivatives indirectly via the solution to a linear system constructed using only partial derivatives. Detailed derivations and theoretical analysis of the analytic derivative methods was presented by Martins and Hwang [3, 8] , and more importantly they present a new generalization of these methods called the Unified Derive Equations (UDE) which are relied on heavily by the OpenMDAO framework to implement the analytic derivative functionality. There are two basic forms of the analytic derivative approach: direct and adjoint. The direct analytic method requires one linear solve per design variable in the x array. This method is given as dF dx
The adjoint analytic method requires one linear solve per objective and constraint variable. This method is given as
Equations (1) and (2) are the canonical form of the analytic derivative methods, but both can be generalized into the single UDE:
Equation (3) relies on a mathematical transformation that converts the explicit functions F (x), G(x, ) and implicit function R(x, y) = 0 into a single combined implicit functionR(u) = 0. The left hand side of Equation (3) is called the forward mode -analogous to the direct method -and requires one linear solution per design variable. The right hand side of Equation (3) is called the reverse mode -analogous to the adjoint method-and requires one linear solution per objective or constraint. In the context of this work, the inherent value of the UDE formulation is that it offers the necessary flexibility to implement forward (direct) and reverse (adjoint) methods for any model with out any customized implementation by the user. OpenMDAO handles the mathematical transformation necessary to apply the UDE for the user, so that they may work in the more natural explicit formulation they are used to, and then uses the UDE to automatically solve for analytic derivatives of any model in either the forward or reverse forms without any customized implementation by the user. Although the UDE is a useful generalization of the direct and adjoint methods, the formulation still requires the same number of linear solutions as those methods and hence has the same overall computational cost. So, on its own it provides not additional help for attacking problems that have a large number of design variables and constraints, since that would still require a large number of linear solves to compute the total derivatives. Two commonly addressed optimization problems provide good examples of situations where there are large numbers of both design variables and constraints: structural optimization and pseudo-spectral optimal control.
Structural optimization problems are an example where constraint aggregation works very well. For typical problem formulation we would seek to size the thickness of panels throughout a structure in order to minimize the mass, subject to maximum allowable stress and buckling constraints on each panel. If a finite element analysis is used as the structural analysis tool, then even a moderately coarse model may have 100's or 1000's of panels and consequently a similar number of design variables and constraints. Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) aggregation can be used to combine all separate stress constraints into a single scalar constraint, and similarly for the buckling constraints [9, 10] . The KS function is given as:
A simple way to think of the KS function is that is behaves like a smooth -and hence differentiable -maximum function that returns an approximation of the worst constraint violation in the aggregated set. Another key aspect of the KS function is that it is slightly conservative, meaning that when the aggregated constraint is satisfied the input constraint values will be slightly inside the actual constraint boundary. KS aggregation works well when you have a large set of constraints of which only a small sub-set are active. However, if most or all of the constraints are active the derivatives of the KS function with respect to each input constraint grow very large and can create numerical instabilities in the optimization. In the best case, these numerical instabilities will cause an optimizer to take more iterations to find an answer. In the worst case, they will prevent the optimizer from converging at all. KS aggregation is useful for structural optimization because we can reasonably expect that only a small subset of the structure will actually see the maximum stress or be subject to buckling in the final design.
On the other hand, KS aggregation does not work well for pseudo-spectral optimal control problems. These problems seek to find some control schedule that will give the best performance (e.g. lowest fuel burn, shortest time, etc.) for a system that is modeled via the numerical integration of an ordinary differential equation. Pseudo-spectral optimal control formulations involve the use of collocation methods that introduce a large number of equality constraints (i.e. governing equations) to the problem [11, 12] . The optimal control community has generally sought to use the optimizer itself to converge the governing equations, which results in an optimization problem with a large number of equality constraints that will all be active at the converged solution. Since all of the collocation constraints will be active at the final design, a KS aggregation poses unacceptable numerical trade-offs for this kind of problem and aggregation is not effective.
When aggregation is not applicable, but there remains a large number of design variables and constraints, a new technique is required to efficiently compute the necessary derivatives for optimization. The graph-coloring technique we present in this paper was inspired by work the work of Betts and Huffman to combine simple graph-coloring algorithms with the monolithic numerical technique to solve optimal control problems [13, 14] . They found that pseudo-spectral problems created a block-diagonal structure in the total derivative Jacobian that could be easily exploited to perform monolithic numerical approximations for multiple design variables simultaneously, thus dramatically reducing the computational cost for computing derivatives. As we will show in the next section, this very same idea can be applied to the forward (direct) analytic derivative method to achieve similar savings. However, if you rely solely on the forward method, then the range of problems for which graph-coloring offers any advantage is very limited. To work around this, we also combine graph-coloring on the reverse (adjoint) formulation to create a bi-directional coloring approach that is much more broadly applicable. Next we present the theoretical details of how this new approach works.
III. Combining Graph-Coloring with Analytic Derivative Methods
This section provides a short description of how a coloring works, how it can be applied to computing total derivatives with the UDE, and why bi-directional coloring is especially advantageous in this application. This is a very brief introduction to the concepts, intended to provide a common frame of reference for the readers who may not be familiar with coloring. For a much more complete treatment of the subject of graph-coloring, we refer you to the works of Coleman and Verma [15] and Gebremedhin et al [16] . The key concept to understand from this section is how specific sparsity patterns in a total derivative Jacobian enable the use of either single directional or bi-directional coloring.
A. Applying Coloring to the Unified Derivative Equation
Consider the optimization problem defined in Table 2 , with one objective function ( f = F ), a set of inequality constraints (g i = G i ), and a set of design variables (a, b, c i ). Here the () i subscript indicates that there are some number (N), greater than one, of constraints/variables. For the purposes of explaining coloring, we'll assume that N = 4. An important detail in this notional problem is that the constraint functions, g i are each a function of a, b and only their associated c i variable. Equally important to note is that the objective function is only a function of the last entry in the c vector, c N . This creates a block-diagonal structure in the total derivative Jacobian, or put more formally The total derivative Jacobian for this optimization problem is shown in Figure 1(a) , where the block-diagonal pattern is clearly illustrated. This is the general structure -seen in most pseudo-spectral optimal control formulations -that Betts and Huffman [14] exploited with their forward coloring technique. Forward coloring operates with respect to the design variables. For the problem in Table 2 , a and b both affect all the outputs so they create dense columns in the Jacobian which each require their own color as shown in Figure 1 . The c variable, thanks to the diagonal structure, can be grouped into a single color meaning that all of those variables can be worked with simultaneously in the forward mode of the UDE. Graphically, this is represented in Figure 1(b) , where the whole c vector is collapsed into a single column. This collapsing is only possible since none of the green blocks overlap each other when combining the columns together. The collapsed total derivative Jacobian in Figure 1 (b) is now only three columns wide, indicating that it requires three solutions of the forward form of Equation (3) -the left equation -where as the non-collapsed form would require six forward solutions.
When combining multiple total derivative Jacobian columns together, the associated columns of the identity matrix in Equation (3) also get combined. Normally this would result in an undesirable linear combination of total derivatives. For example, the combined forward mode solves for c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 from the notional problem in Table 2 would give 
However, from Equation (5) we know that all cross terms are 0 (i.e. terms where i j), so the problematic linear combinations simplify down to just the needed total derivatives: 
So after this single combined linear solve all of the green entries in the total derivative Jacobian shown in Figure 1 are known.
B. Forward versus Reverse Coloring
As discussed in the previous section, the total derivative Jacobian illustrated in Figure 1 (a) is well suited to forward coloring. The Jacobian has two dense columns, and then a large block-diagonal section which results in just three colors. The block-diagonal structure is key to be able to get a large benefit from a coloring technique, but the presence of dense columns is also significant. Although a dense column forces you to have a single-variable color, it does not otherwise preclude forward coloring.
If, instead of dense columns, an optimization problem had dense rows in the total derivative Jacobian, then forward coloring no longer works. Examples of problems that would exhibit some dense rows, combined with large block-diagonal sections would be multipoint problems where the same analysis is run at different conditions (e.g. multiple CFD analyses that are run for the same geometry, but at different flow conditions [17] [18] [19] ). A notional total derivative Jacobian for an optimization problem with dense rows is shown in Figure 2 . Visually you can see that forward coloring doesn't work with dense rows, because if you were to collapse columns of the total derivative Jacobian then there would be overlapping blocks. Mathematically, this means that you can no longer take advantage of off-diagonal terms in the forward solutions being 0 to simplify the linear combinations that appear when columns are combined. However, using the reverse mode of Equation 3 -the right hand side of that equation -allows for solutions that give derivatives, corresponding to a specific row of the total derivative Jacobian. Therfore if a block-diagonal structure exists in the Jacobian, but there are also dense rows, then we can use reverse mode coloring to combine multiple rows together. Figure 2(b) illustrates the reverse mode coloring, with the five rows from Figure 2 (a) collapsed down to just two combined rows. This means that we can compute the complete total derivative Jacobian with just two linear solutions, instead of five.
C. Bi-directional Coloring
Problems that have a block-diagonal structure in the total derivative Jacobian, combined with either only dense rows or only dense columns are very convenient because they allow for uni-directional coloring. Unfortunately, in general you can not count on problems that exhibit such useful sparsity structures in their total derivative Jacobian. It is likely that both dense rows and dense-columns will exist within the same total derivative Jacobian, so that even if there was also a large block-diagonal section you could not take advantage of it with either pure forward of reverse coloring.
However, one of the most fundamental advantages of using the UDE form of analytic derivative methods is that both forward and reverse solves can be used interchangeably once the partial derivatives are known. Thus, it becomes possible to use both the forward and reverse modes together to solve for different parts of the total derivative Jacobian. This enables the use of bi-directional coloring schemes -ones that use a mixture of forward and reverse coloring -to reduce the total number of linear solves required to compute a full total derivative Jacobian. A notional optimization problem -different than the ones given for the two uni-directional examples -is presented in Figure 3 . This total derivative Jacobian is broken up into two pieces, one solved in forward mode and the other in reverse mode. The single forward colored column is shown in Figure 3 (b) and the two reverse colored rows are shown in Figure 3(c) . The whole Jacobian can be solved for with a total of three linear solutions, compared to five for a pure reverse mode or six for a pure forward mode.
There are several details from coloring since the same value is computed multiple times, but it is unavoidable whenever there is an intersection of a dense row and a dense column in the total derivative Jacobian. The wasted computational effort must be balanced against the reduction in the total number of linear solves to determine if a bi-directional coloring will yield savings, but in most cases the overhead from this issue is likely to be negligible. Second, note that the block-diagonal section was chosen to be colored in reverse mode. A block-diagonal section could be colored in either direction, but one direction may offer fewer overall colors. For this notional problem, forward coloring of this section would have given two colors while reverse coloring gave only one, so reverse was preferred.
D. Graph Coloring Algorithms
In all three of the preceding notional optimization problems, the total derivative Jacobians were intentionally ordered in such a way as to make the potential colorings obvious. In order for a coloring algorithm to be applied, a sparsity pattern in the form of one of the three shown in Figures 1, 2 or 3 must exist. If it doesn't exist, you can not apply coloring. Unfortunately for a generic problem formulation, the ordering of the total derivative Jacobian may not make the block-diagonal structure obvious. Even worse, in general you can not know a priori if a block-diagonal pattern exists at all to know if it is worth re-ordering it to find the coloring.
To solve this difficulty, many coloring algorithms have been developed to compute a small number of colors for a given Jacobian. The very first coloring algorithm dates back to the 1800's when it was proven that any two dimensional map could be colored with no more than five colors without any two adjacent regions sharing the same color. The advent of modern computers enabled Appel and Haken [20] to develop a computer-assisted-proof -the first ever example of this kind of proof -of a more efficient four-color theorem. The computer-assisted-proof was controversial and not widely accepted at the time, though in 1996 [21] and 2005 [22] more rigorous proofs were presented that led to its general acceptance.
Modern graph coloring algorithms for Jacobians represent a generalization of the map coloring problem, and can be applied to a much wider range of problems. However, the difficulty of proving the four-color theorem is illustrative of an important point. Modern graph coloring algorithms are, except for some special cases, heuristic in nature and thus can not provably find the minimum possible number of colors for any given problem. For many years manual coloring of maps showed that only four colors were necessary, but it was not possible to prove that this would always be the case for any two dimensional map until very recently. Similarly, Jacobian coloring algorithms have not been proven to find the best possible coloring for any given problem. Moreover multiple different coloring algorithms exist and work on certain special classes of Jacobian. The development of coloring algorithms for Jacobians, to date, has focused primarily on applications for partial derivative Jacobians. An excellent overview of coloring algorithms is provided by Gebremedhin et al. [16] in their paper titled "What Color Is Your Jacobian? Graph Coloring for Computing Derivatives". A recent example of an efficient parallel coloring algorithm was presented by He et al. [23] in their work on developing adjoint analytic derivatives for the OpenFOAM computational fluid dynamics solver.
The coloring of total derivative Jacobians is, computationally speaking, a much easier task than partial derivative Jacobian coloring. This is due to the relative size of the two types of Jacobians, with the total derivative Jacobian being much smaller. Due to the relatively lower computational challenge, parallel coloring algorithms are not necessary for total derivative Jacobians and the simpler serial algorithms can be relied on. The OpenMDAO framework implements the direct determination flavor of the bi-directional coloring algorithm developed by Coleman and Verma [15] .
IV. Testing the Effectiveness of Total Derivative Coloring
Since the idea for the bi-directional coloring of total derivative Jacobians was originally inspired by the forwardcoloring applications to pseudo-spectral optimal-control problems, it is natural to examine the effectiveness of the new method on those type or problems. In a companion paper to this one, "Optimal Control within the Context of Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization" [24] , Falck and Gray present Dymos, a general optimal-control library, built on top of the OpenMDAO framework, that uses the analytic derivatives and generalized bi-directional coloring functionality [24] . They examined several canonical optimal control problems, including the famous brachistochrone problem. The brachistochrone, originally posed by Johann Bernoulli and solved analytically by Isaac Newton, Jakob Bernoulli, Gottfreid Leibnitz, Ehrenfried Walther von Taschirnhaus, and Guillaume de l'Hopital in the late 1690's, serves as one of the basic benchmarks for any pseudo-spectral optimal control solution method. Falck and Gray present a detailed examination of bi-directional coloring applied to a modified brachistochrone problem that includes a constraint specifically designed to create a dense row in the total derivative Jacobian and prevent forward-coloring. Although the brachistochrone problem is an admittedly simple problem with very low computational cost, the results still showed a 40% reduction in wall time with a bi-directional coloring.
A. Defining an Air Traffic Control Test Problem
In this paper we focus on the usage of coloring as compared to constraint aggregation. As explained in Section II, constraint aggregation is not generally applicable to the collocation equality constraints present in a pseudo-spectral optimal control problems. However, it is possible to formulate pseudo-spectral problems with additional inequality constraints that can be aggregated. Here we present a simplified air-traffic-control problem, built with Dymos, that includes a set of aircraft separation constraints where aggregation can be effectively applied. The result is a problem that uses both coloring and constraint aggregation simultaneously, which can be used to study the relative impact of both methods.
The problem is formed by considering a circular field which a number of aircraft must cross along a pre-defined linear trajectory. Each aircraft has a specific departure time and a quadratic velocity profile chosen by the optimizer. The objective is to minimize the time requires for all aircraft to complete their trips, while ensuring that no two aircraft ever collide with each other. The problem can be scaled up or down by increasing the number of vehicles considered, which varies both the number of design variables and the number of overall constraints. The initial condition and linear trajectories for a 20 aircraft version of this problem is show in in Figure 4 . The trajectory of each aircraft is solved with the standard pseudo-spectral formulation used in Dymos, and as such creates some inherent block-diagonal structure in the total derivative Jacobian that can be colored. We assume that each aircraft has constant mass, so the equations of motion are simply
Where x and y are the positions in Cartesian space, V is the magnitude of the aircraft's velocity vector, x and y are the time-rate-of change of those positions, and θ is the pre-defined angle for the trajectory. The aircraft separation constraints create a more challenging problem from an optimization standpoint, since a naive implementation that constrained the distance from each aircraft to all others would have N 2 aircraft constraints that form a totally dense block in the Jacobian for each time step in the time integrations. This obviously would scale very poorly, but since the trajectories are linear and pre-determined we can know with certainty that some of them can never possibly intersect. By accounting for this built in sparsity, we can reduce the number of constraints from N 2 aircraft to roughly N aircraft and create an opportunity to color the aircraft separation constraint for better performance.
The formal optimization problem formulation for this simplified air traffic control problem is given in Table 3 , where the subscripts i and j indicated loops over the set of all aircraft and the subscript k indicates loops over all times. The full separation constraint, G i jk > 0, an i × j set of constraints (though some are known to be exactly zero) for each of the k time steps. The aggregated separation constraint, KS G i j k > 0, is a vector of k aggregated separation constraints so that each time step has a single scalar aggregated constraint value. Though both forms of the constraint are shown in Table 3 , only one is used at a time.
Table 3 Notional optimization problem formulation that is suitable for total derivative coloring
Variable/Function Description minimize total duration time to get all aircraft across the circle with respect to x ik x location vs time for each aircraft with respect to y ik y location vs time for each aircraft V ik velocities that define the quadratic velocity profile of each aircraft subject to R ik = 0 vector of pseudo-spectral collocation constraints for each aircraft
vector aggregated separation constraints (one for each time)
Although this problem is obviously a contrived and simplified example, it has many relevant direct-analogs in real world problems. Any form of bin-packing problem or spatial arrangement problem [25] is an obvious use case. Additionally any problem that requires maintaining separation of a set of bodies is also directly applicable, such as maintaining a minimum separation distance between all aircraft within an airspace, all spacecraft in a set of intersecting orbits, or all wind turbines within a wind farm [26, 27] .
B. Optimization Performance Results of Coloring vs Aggregation
The example aircraft trajectory problem defined above was tested for N aircraft = 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 for both colored and aggregated versions of separation constraint -coloring for the pseudo-spectral constraints is used in both. Table 4 gives the number of design variables, constraints, and total linear solves required to the compute total derivative Jacobian for each case. The computational cost of these optimizations is governed by three key aspects:
1) Cost to evaluate the actual analysis 2) Cost to compute the total derivative Jacobian 3) Total number of iterations required by the optimizer Table 4 Simple The relative simplicity of this model makes the cost to compute the nonlinear function (the objective and constraints) effectively zero in this case. The cost of computing the total derivative Jacobian scales with the number of linear solves required and the cost of each linear solve. Table 4 shows that the raw optimization problem has hundreds to thousands of design variables, and thousands to hundreds-of-thousands of constraints. Hence, in its basic form (no coloring or aggregation) there would be a massive number of linear solves to perform to compute total derivatives. The total number of iterations will generally increase with increasing problem size, although a specific scaling rule is highly problem dependent and will vary with the specific optimizer used. For this work, we used the SNOPT optimizer, which uses a scalable and efficient sequential quadratic programming algorithm [28] . The focus of this work was on reducing the cost of computing total derivative Jacobians since that is where the coloring algorithm has its primary effect. However, our results show that the improved numerical stability of the colored problem formulation vs the aggregated one also provides benefits in terms of the number of major iterations as well. Table 5 provides a detailed breakdown of the number of linear solves requires to compute the total derivative Jacobian for each case examined, including information on how many forward and reverse mode solves are required for each formulation of the problem. The computational scaling of each formulation can be more clearly seen when plotted on a log-log scale, as shown in Figure 5 . The number of linear solves for the raw problem scaled linearly with the number of vehicles, giving roughly 53 constraints per aircraft. While linear scaling is certainly better than the quadratic scaling that would have occurred from a naive implementation of the separation constraints, it still results in an unacceptably large number of required linear solves. When we apply the bi-directional coloring algorithm, we can achieve far better scaling with a slope of just 0.5, meaning that the number of total linear solves required grows far slower than the number of aircraft. With constraint aggregation applied to the separation constraint -and coloring applied to the overall Jacobian as well -the total number of linear solves becomes completely independent of the number of aircraft. So, purely from the perspective of the number of linear solves, aggregation of the separation constraint provides a clear advantage. However, even for the 80 aircraft case, the colored formulation requires just 30 total linear solves -about 4 times more than the aggregated formulation but still about 100 times less than the raw problems. If we assume that the two formulations have roughly the same cost to perform a single linear solve, then both colored and aggregated formulations have reduced the problem to a feasible size to solve, though the aggregated problem would appear to be better. As we stated earlier, the total cost of the optimization is a function of both the cost to compute the total derivative Jacobian, and also the number of major iterations required. From the number of linear solves alone, it would be reasonable to guess that the aggregated optimization would be faster than the colored one, although the conservative nature of the KS function would mean that it should yield a higher time required when the separation constraint is active. However, for this problem the numerical challenges posed by KS aggregation ultimately cause the overall optimization cost to be higher because it takes more iterations, especially for case with larger number of aircraft since these are where the separation constraint becomes more restrictive. Table 6 gives the objective function value and number of major iterations required to find it for N aircraft = [5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 40] . For the 5 and 10 aircraft cases, both the colored and aggregated forms of the problem were solvable and gave the same final objective, because the separation constraint was not active enough to bring the conservativeness or the numerical instability of the KS function into play. Extra cases were run between 10 and 20 aircraft, because this is where the numerical challenges of the KS function start to impede the aggregated formulation. Both formulations were able to find a solution up to 15 aircraft, though in all cases above 10 aircraft the KS function is clearly impacting the quality of the solution to varying degrees and costing significant increase in the number of major iterations. There is a significant out lier for the 14 aircraft case where, although the optimization did converge for the aggregated case it clearly got stuck in a much less effective local optima.
The colored formulation was able to find decent results for the 16, 20, and 40 aircraft cases. However, the aggregated formulation was not able to converge for these cases and only the 16 and 20 aircraft cases got any results at all -though SNOPT reported the problem was ultimately infeasible. SNOPT was not able to find a meaningful solution for the 40 aircraft aggregated case. 
V. Conclusions
The generalized implementation of the analytic derivative methods within the OpenMDAO framework makes them dramatically simpler to use, and opens up their range of possible applications for gradient based optimization with analytic derivatives to a much wider set of problems. Analytic derivatives provide a more accurate derivative computation with a potentially significantly lower cost, compared to monolithic finite difference calculations. While the improved accuracy is important, the computational cost of gradient based optimization is typically dominated by the cost of computing derivatives, so it is the computational savings offered by analytic derivatives that is their most important advantage. There are two analytic derivative methods -forward (direct) and reverse (adjoint) -that each perform best in different situations. The forward analytic method requires one linear solve per design variable, while the reverse analytic method requires one linear solve per objective and constraint.
For many optimization problems there are relatively fewer constraints than design variables, and when this is not the case constraint aggregation techniques can be employed to reduce the number of constraints. In general, reverse (adjoint) analytic derivative method has been the most widely applied of the two options. However, not all optimization problems interact well with constraint aggregation and in these cases the computational advantages of the standard analytic derivative methods decline significantly. New applications built in OpenMDAO focusing on models that require the numerical integration of ODE's, such as optimal-control problems, are a good example of situations where aggregation is not necessarily a good option for enabling the use of the reverse (adjoint) analytic derivative method.
In this paper we presented a new technique for combining a bi-directional coloring algorithm with both the forward and reverse analytic derivative methods to achieve good computational and numerical performance for problems where the total derivative Jacobian has a large block-diagonal structure that can be exploited. In companion work, Falck and Gray, showed how this new technique affords good computational performance to the general optimal-control library Dymos [24] (built on top of OpenMDAO). In this work we examined the performance of a simplified air traffic control problem, built with Dymos, that involved a large number of separation constraints to ensure that no aircraft got too close to any other aircraft. The performance results show that the bi-directional coloring technique was able to reduce the computational cost of computing the total derivative Jacobian by up to two orders of magnitude, which made it feasible avoid aggregating all of the separation constraints together. By not aggregating, the optimizer was able to find a better overall answer with the same computational budget than the aggregated problem formulation when up to 15 aircraft were considered simultaneously. For cases with more than 15 aircraft considered simultaneously, the optimizer could not find a valid solution with the aggregated separation constraint, but was able to solve it using the colored separation constraint.
The new bi-directional coloring technique has been implemented as part of the standard release of OpenMDAO V2.6. This work has shown its applicability and computational advantages compared to aggregation, hence we encourage practitioners to consider formulating their optimization problems to take advantage of this new technique.
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